
Pipeline Table Base



This exciting table base is as solid and well-
engineered as it is stylish. Formed in steel, with 
hidden adjusters to counteract uneven flooring, 
Pipeline comes in coffee, dining and bar table 
sizes, can be specified in any standard RAL 
and is fully recyclable. Both the slimline and 
large table bases are finished with a base 
plate for added stability (please check our 
recommended maximum table top size before 
ordering).

LEAD TIME FOR THE PIPELINE STANDARD  
AND LARGE TABLE BASES IS 4 - 6 WEEKS.

The Pipeline may be used with any of our 
table tops. Overleaf it is shown with marble, 
opposite are Minerastone, a reinforced ceramic 
slim yet strong structure with astonishing 
wear-, temperature- and chemical-resistant 
properties made entirely from recyclable raw 
materials. 
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Pipeline Dining Base
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Mozart Armchair



Mozart is our sumptuous version of a tub chair. 
Curvaceous, almost sensuous, it is a little wider, a 
little deeper, and entirely more voluptuous than 
your average tub chair. To put it simply, Mozart is 
a hug in a chair. Sometimes only a tub chair will 
do. For those times, we bring you Mozart.

Mozart’s big sister, the two-seater sofa, is equally 
curvilineal, and this organic form is currently very 
on-trend. Both chair and sofa can be specified 
upholstered in any of well over 400 of our Crib 
5-compliant fabrics or in any suitable fabric of 
your choosing.

LEAD TIME FOR BOTH THE MOZART ARMCHAIR 
AND SOFA IS 6 - 8 WEEKS.

Mozart Armchair

Dimensions (mm):

Height: 720    
Width: 960    
Depth: 850 
Seat Height: 400
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Mozart 2-Seater Sofa

Dimensions (mm):

Height: 720  
Width: 2100    
Depth: 850 
Seat Height: 420
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Kite Side Chair



An original Table Place Chairs design, Kite draws 
inspiration from the 1950s, probably the most 
stylish era in contemporary chair design. But looks 
aside, its greatest asset is ergonomic: many claim 
it to be the most comfortable side chair ever. Kite 
enjoys a dished seat, a curved back that hugs you 
with support, and a perfectly angled frame that is 
a testament to many hours in design.

The Kite’s steel frame may be powder-coated in 
any standard RAL. But if you want to celebrate its 
industrial qualities, consider finishing with a clear 
lacquer to allow the unique patina of welded 
steel to shine. Seats and backs may be specified 
in beech plywood in a choice of 8 stains or 
upholstered in fabrics of your choice. 

LEAD TIME FOR THE KITE SIDE CHAIR WITH BEECH 
WOOD SEAT IS 4 - 6 WEEKS; UPHOLSTERED 
CHAIRS MAY TAKE A LITTLE LONGER. 

Kite Side Chair

Upholstered Seat/Back 
Dimensions (mm):

Height: 795    
Width: 460    
Depth: 490  
Seat Height: 490

Wood Seat/Back 
Dimensions (mm):

Height: 795    
Width: 460    
Depth: 490  
Seat Height: 475

The Kite design is also available 
as a lounge chair.
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“I genuinely believe this is the 
most comfortable side chair  
I have sat on.”

Grant Clarke 
Senior Project Director
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Kite Lounge 
Plectrum Table



With its distinctive blade back, this original Table 
Place Chairs design is reminiscent of a 1950’s 
classic. 

The Kite a lounge chair with purpose, making it 
ideal for breakout spaces, reception areas and 
huddle rooms. Its steel frame, perfectly angled 
for optimum comfort, may be powder-coated 
in any standard RAL or finished with a clear 
lacquer, allowing the natural patina of the welds 
to emphasise its industrial roots. Upholster it in 
any of our hundreds of Crib 5-compliant fabrics 
or stipulate your own: the bolster shape works 
particularly well in leather or in a fabric with 
texture.

KITE LOUNGE IS SHOWN HERE WITH PLECTRUM, 
A DISTINCTIVE, STEEL-FRAMED COFFEE TABLE 
(AVAILABLE IN ANY STANDARD RAL) WITH AN 
OAK VENEERED TOP. LEAD TIME 3 -4 WEEKS.

LEAD TIME FOR THE KITE LOUNGE CHAIR IS  
6 - 8 WEEKS.

Kite Lounge Chair

Plectrum Table

Dimensions (mm):

Height: 565    
Width: 365    
Depth: 540 

Dimensions (mm):

Height: 820    
Width: 550    
Depth: 780  
Seat Height: 400

A Kite side chair is also available.
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“From the multitude of style-led 
lounge chairs up for consideration, 
the Kite refused to back down from 
being the most comfortable, small 
footprint big chair available”

Nick Boland  
Head of Business Operations,  
Omenport Developments
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